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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

i Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of

CERTAIN UV CURABLE COATINGS ]nv_ N0_337_TA_1[)31
FOR OPTICAL FIBERS, COATED
OPTICAL FIBERS, AND PRODUCTS
CONTAINING SAME

ORDER NO. 33: INITIAL DETERMINATION GRANTING MUV’S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY DETERMINATION THAT CLAIMS 16-18,
21 AND 30 OF U.S. PATENT NO. 7,076,659 ARE INVALID
UNDER 35 U.S.C. § 112 [MOTION DOCKET NO. 1031-022]

(July 6, 2017)

I. INTRODUCTION

On May 22, 2017, Respondent Momentive UV Coatings (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. (“MUV”)

moved for summary detennination (“Motion”) that asserted claims 16-18, 21, and 30 of U.S.

Patent No. 7,706,659 (“the ’659 patent”) are invalid for claim indefiniteness under 35 U.S.C.

§112, 1 2. (Motion Docket No. 1031-022; Mot. at 1.).] On June 1, 2017, Complainants DSM

Desotech, Inc. and DSM IP Assets B.V. (collectively, “DSM”) filed its opposition

(“Opposition”). (Doc. ID No. 613428; Opp’n” at 1.). On June 5, 2017, Commission

Investigative Staff (“Staff”) filed its response (“Staff Response”) in which it supports MUV’s

Motion. (Doc. ID No. 613431; Staff Resp. at 1.). OFS did not file a brief. Because there are no

1MUV certified pursuant to Ground Rule 2.2 that it attempted to resolve the issues in this Motion with
Complainants DSM Desotech, Inc. and DSMIP Assets B.V. (collectively, “DSM”), who said they would
oppose MUV’s Motion; with Commission Investigative Staff (“Staff”) who said she would reserve her
position until she saw the papers; and with Respondent OFS, Fitel LLC (“OPS”) whom MUV asserted
does not oppose MUV’s Motion. (Mot. at 2.).
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genuine disputes of material fact, for the reasons explained below, MUV’s Motion is granted.

II. THE CLAIM LANGUAGE AT ISSUE: SELECTED FACTS AND POSITIONS

The ’659 patent, entitled “Coated Optical Fiber” claims primary coatingcompositions

and primary coatings. (MUV’s Statement of Undisputed Material Facts (“SUMF”) at 1]2.).

MUV contends that asserted claims 16-18, 21 and 30 of the ’659 patent are invalid for claim

indefiniteness pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 112, ‘H2 because claims 16-18, 21 and 30 ofthe ’659

patent require a primary coating composition that comprises: “20-98% by wt. of at least one

oligomer having a molecular Weightof about 1000 or higher.” (Memorandum (“Mem.”) at 2

(citing SUMF at 113).). Claims 16 and 30 are independent claims. (Id). Claims 17, 18 and 21

depend from claim 16. (1d.). 

The disputed claim language at the heart of MUV’s Motion and DSM’s Opposition, is

quoted from claim 16 of the ’659 patent as follows, with the disputed language in bold:

16. Primary coating composition when cured having an equilibrium modulus, as
measured according to ASTM D5026-95a, of about 1.2 MPa or less, a storage
modulus at 23° C. (E'23) and a cavitation strength at which a tenth cavitation
appears (o1Ocav) of at least about 1.0 MPa as measured at a deformation rate of
0.20 min—1,said cavitation strength being at least about 1.4 times said storage
modulus at 23° C.,>wherein said primary coating composition comprises: _

(a) 20-98% by Wt. of at least one oligomer having a molecular
Weight of about 1000 or higher;
(b) 0-80% by Wt.of one or more reactive diluents;
(c) 0.1-20% by Wt.of one or more photoinitiators; and
(d) 0-5% by wt. of additives.

(Mem. at 2-3 (citing SUMF at Tl4) (emphasis added).).

According to MUV, the ’659 patent specification never defines the term “molecular

weight.” (Id. at 2.). The specification of the ’659 patent describes the molecular weight of the

claimed oligomer as tasingle value. For example, the specification at 1l:62—12:4describes yet

another measurement, here a number average molecular Weight, for the oligomer as:
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' The number average molecular Weight of the urethane (meth)acrylate used in the
composition of the present invention is preferably in the range from about 1,200
to about 20,000, and more preferably from about 2,200 to about 10,000. If the
number average molecular weight of the urethane (meth)acrylate is less than
about 1000, the resin composition tends to vitrify at room temperature; on the V
other hand, if the number average molecular weight is larger than about 20,000,
the viscosity of the composition becomes high, making handling of the
composition difficult.

(Id. at 3 (citing SUMF at 1]5 (Compl. at Ex. 4 at ll:62—l2:4).).

MUV cites to a number of passages in the ’659 patent specification where there are

different molecular weight measurement terms used to describe the measurements. (Id (citing

Compl. at Ex. 4 at 26:10-13 (“A coating was formulated using 69.7 Wt% of a polyether urethane

acrylate oligomer having a polyether backbone comprising on average two blocks polypropylene

glycol having an average MWof about 4000 . . . .”); 26:26-28 (“A primary coating composition

was formulated using 38.8 wt % of an aliphatic polyether-polycarbonate based urethane acrylate

oligomer having an average Mw of4000 . . . .”); SUMF at {[1]5-7).).

As MUV notes, the specification also describes a theoretical molecular weight for the

oligomer as follows:

A coating was prepared using 0.50 wt % of a polyether
urethane acrylate (theoretical l11Ol8Cl1lal’W6igl‘lf~900Q),about
20 wt % of 8 times cthoxylated nonylphenolacrylate, 20 wt%
laurylacrylate, 6 wt % of N-vinylcaprolactam, 1.5 wt %
Lucmne TPO, 0.8 wt % Irganox I035, 0.3 wt % dielhanola
mine and 0.3% Seesorb 102.

(Id. at 3—4(citing Compl. at Ex. 4 at 25:39-44; id. at 26:40-45 (“A coating was prepared using 60

wt ~% of a polyether urethane acrylate (theoretical molecular wt w 4000 . . . .”); SUMF 111]8~9).).

V According to MUV, as shown in the claim language quoted above, the “molecular '

weight” of the ‘claimedoligomer can be determined by different measurements, including

“number average molecular weight,” “average molecular weight,” or in certain places in the
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claims, by “theoretical molecular weight of an individual molecule in the oligomer.” (Id. at 2

3.).

Staff points to certain language of claim 30 of the ’659 patent which is the same as the

following claim 16 language:

(a) 20-98% by wt. of at least one oligomer having a molecular weight of
about 1000 or higher;
(b) 0-80% by Wt.of one or more reactive dilucnts;
(c) 0.1-20% by Wt.of one or more photoinitiators; and
(d) 0-5% by Wt. of additives.

(Staff Resp. at 2 (citing to claim 30 of ’659 patent) (emphasis added).).

Staff notes that the Markman construction adopted for “molecular Weight”means “the

sum of the atomic weights of the atoms in a molecule.” (Id. (citing Order No. 17 at 38-39); see

also Opp’n at 4.). As Staff describes, oligomers “usually exist in a distribution of molecules

with varying molecular weights.” (Staff Resp. at 2.). As Staff notes, however, agreeing with

MUV, there are “at least two vastly different possible meanings” for the claim term “molecular

weight” even given its construction: (1) a reference to the actual molecular weight of the

individual oligomer molecules; or (2) a.naverage molecular weight for the oligomer taken as a

whole (e'.g.,number average molecular weight). (Id. at 4.). Staff observes that DSM has elected

the fonner definition whereas the patent specification includes support for the second

interpretation. (Id. (citing ’659 patent at ll:66—l2:l).). According to Staff, this results in

“irreconcilably different claim scopes.” (Id).

Because of the differences in those various meanings as described above, MUV also

argues that depending upon which term is used and calculated within the claim specifications,

the outcomes would be different, and therefore, the patentees have failed to inform with

reasonable certainty about the scope of the invention. (Mem. at 2.). MUV argues that DSM’s
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interpretation of the claims excludes the preferred embodiments. (Id. at 8.).

DSM contends there are disputes of genuine fact that should be resolved during the

evidentiary hearing and relies on the Markman Order’s language that “with respect to all claim

scopes Respondents claim are indefinite, no final determination will be made with respect to

their invalidity for indefiniteness until all necessary evidence has been submitted. (Opp’n at 5

(citing Markman Order (Order N0. 17) at 12) (emphasis in original).).

DSM also argues that MUV’s claim construction position on “average molecular weight’

undercuts Dr. Naim’s declaration (RXM-0003), which MUV relies on in its Motion. (Id. (citing

SUMF 111]11-12).). DSM argues that MUV conceded during the Markman proceedings that

“average molecular Weight” as used in the ’659 patent means “number average molecular”

Weight, and therefore, Dr. Naim’s opinions on the ambiguity of which average to use is moot.

(Id. (citing Resp’ts Markman Br. at 30; RXM-0003).). With respect to that portion of the ’659 '

patent specification that MUV and Dr. Nairn cite as reflecting the ambiguity in terms, DSM says

that Whilethe theoretical molecular weight of the oligomer is simply provided as a number, there

is no instruction to use any theoretical molecular weight as a measurement technique on already

synthesized oligomers. (1d.).

With respect to a possible ambiguity, DSM argues that the Markman construction of

molecular weight does not call for any type of “average molecular weight.” (Id. at 8.).

DSM argues that DSM’s experts. Dr. Sancaktar and Dr. Bowman, have opined that a

person of ordinary skill in the art would use Gel Permeation Chromatography (“GPC”) to

characterize the molecular weight distribution of the oligomers of the ’659 patent. (Id. at 7

(citing EX. A at 1]93; Ex. B at W 41-48).). 
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III. LEGAL STANDARDS

A A. Summary Determination

Summary determination under Commission Rule 210.18 is analogous to summary

judgement LmderFederal Rule of Civil Procedure 56, and may be granted only where the

evidence shows “that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party

is entitled to summary determination as a matter of law.” See 19 C.F.R. § 210.18(b). The party

moving for summary determination bears the initial burden of establishing that there is an

absence of a genuine issue of material fact and that it is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.

Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 323 (1986). Even if the moving party meets this burden,

summary detemiination must be denied where the non-moving party “set[s] forth specific facts

showing that there is a genuine issue for trial.” Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242,

256 (1986). Courts must examine all the evidence in the light most favorable to the non-moving

party. Id. at 255. All “justifiable inferences” are to be drawn in the non-moving party’s favor.

Id. '

B. Indefiniteness

“A patent is invalid for indefiniteness if its claims, read in light of the specification

delineating the patent, and the prosecution history, fail to inform, with reasonable certainty, those

skilled in the art about the scope of the invention.” Nautilus, Inc. v. Biosig Instruments, Ina, 134

S. Ct. 2120, 2124 (2014). “When a claim term ‘depends solely on the unrestrained, subjective

opinion ofa particular individual practicing the invention,’ Without sufficient guidance in the

specification to provide objective direction to one of skill in the art, the term is indefinite.” DDR

Holdings, LLC v. H0tels.c0m, L.P.,'773 F.3d 1245, 1260 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (quoting Data/nize,

LLC v, Plumtree Software, Ina, 417 F.3d 1342, 1350 (Fed. Cir. 2005). “A claim may, for
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example, prove indefinite if its language ‘might moan several different things’ and the patent

itself identifies ‘no informed and confident choice . . . among the contending definitions?”

Otsuka Pharm. C0. v. Zydus Pharms. USA, 151 F. Supp. 3d 525, 545 (D.N.J. 2015) (quoting

Nautilus, 134 S. Ct. at 2130 n.8). Thus, the level of ordinary skill in the art plays an important

role in an indefiniteness analysis.” TinrzusEnterprises, LLC v. Telebrands Corp, 846 F.3d 1190,

1206 (Fed. Cir. 2017). To aid in determining the understanding of a skilled artisan, “a court

considering an allegation of indefiniteness may rely on extrinsic evidence . . . including expert

and inventor testimony, dictionaries, and learned treatises.” Hamilton Pr0ds., inc. v. O’Neill,

492 F. Supp. 2d 1328, 1337 (M.D. Fla. 2007) (citing Datamize, 417 F.3d at 1348; Markman v.

WestviewInstruments, Ina, 52 F.3d 967, 980 (Fed. Cir. 1995)).). 1

IV. ANALYSIS AND ORDER

MUV and Staff note that claims are indefinite when the scope of a claim depends on a

given measurement but the patent specification does not specify which measurement to use,

which, in turn, leads to inconsistent results—as in this case. (See Mem. at 5-6 (citing Dow

Chem. C0. v. NOVA Chems. C0rp., 803 F.3d 620, 630 (Fed. Cir. 2015.); StaffResp. at 3-4.).

MUV and Staff both rely on Teva Pharmaceuticals USA,Inc. v. Sandoz [nc., 789 F.3d 1335,

1338-45 (Fed. Cir. 2015) as being analogous to this case. (Mem. at 6; Staff Resp. at 4.). In

Teva, the court found that “molecular weight” could refer to peak average molecular weight (Mp)

to number average molecular weight (Mn) or to weight average molecular weight (l\/lw)_(Mem. at

6.). Like Staff, MUV notes that whether a calculation using “number average molecular weight”

or “molecular weight” ofa given oligomer will result in different claim scopes. (1d.at 7; Staff

Resp. at 4.). Staff notes that in this Investigation with the ’659 patent, as in Teva, supra, there

are uncertainties as to what form of molecular Weightmeasurement would be used to determine
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the claimed molecular Weightof the oligomer. (Staff Resp. at 5.). Staff also notes that DSM’s

definition of a “molecular weight” that refers to the actual molecular weight of an individual

oligomer molecule and not to any form of average molecular weight, is not supported. Staff

notes that the ’659 specification continually refers to an average weight for an oligomer. (Id.).

DSM argues that the indefiniteness inquiry should wait until the hearing because there

are additional underlying facts. (Opp’n at 1.). However, it would appear that the facts are in,

and it is a matter of looking at the claim specification to determine if the claim scope uses

different measurements that lead to different results. See Dow Chemical C0., 803 F.3d at 630.

DSM argues that whether the scope of the “Z0-98% by wt. of at least one oligomer

having a molecular weight of 1000 or higher” is reasonably certain. (Opp’n at 4-6.). But that

does not appear to be the issue of concern by itself; the problem seems to be that in various

places in the same specification of the ’659 patent, different molecular tenns for measurement

are used without necessarily suggesting why different measurements are used, and without

defining them. (See Section II, supra.) The definition of “molecular weight” in the Markman

Order does not resolve the meaning of “average molecular weight” or “number average

molecular Weight”or Whetherany of those tenns refers to one oligomer or to a distribution of

oligomers.

Moreover, it also does not seem to be an issue or in dispute whether Gel Permeation

Chromatography (“GPC”) is the appropriate method to use to determine the molecular weight

distribution of a an oligomer. (Opp’n at 6.). As DSM itself notes, there is not a “single actual

data set characterizing the molecular weight distribution of an oligomer across all of the

thousands of documents produced by any party to this Investigationthat is performed using

anything other than GPC.” (Id.). So, clearly there is no dispute there despite DSM’s seeming
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attempt to make it an issue where none exists.

Finally, it is not necessary for experts to replicate testing, or as DSM suggests, to perform

actual experiments to eliminate a claimed dispute of fact.‘ (See Opp’n at 7.). If the patent claim

specification, as it does here, and as the Teva court found, gives a variety of different

measurement terms in the same specification without stating whether the measurement is the

“average” of the oligomer or co-polymer, or the weight that is not an “average,” there is '

uncertainty. (See, e.g., Staff Resp. at Ex. 1.). Here, as in Teva, the claim scopes leave it unclear

as to which measurement is defining the scope of the claims. Therefore, for the forgoing

reasons, asserted claims 16-18, 21, and 30 of U.S. Patent No. 7,076,659 are invalid for claim

indefiniteness under 35 U.S.C. §l 12, {I2 and MUV’s Motion, Motion Docket No. 1031-022, is

granted.

Within seven (7) days of the date of this document, each party shall submit to the Office

of the Administrative Law Judges a statement as to whether or not it seeks to have any portion of

this document deleted from the public version, The parties’ submissions must be made by hard

copy by the aforementioned date. Any party that does not respond will be considered to have

Waived its rights to redact information.

Any party seeking to have any portion of this document deleted from the public version

thereof must submit to this office a copy of this document with red brackets clearly indicating

any portion asserted to contain confidential business information by the aforementioned date.

The parties’ submission concerning the public version of this document need not be filed

with the Commission Secretary. \ '

SO ORDERED.
Mary an McNamara
Administrative Law Judge
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